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Abstract 
 

Forecasting migration is a difficult research task, for the reasons including: (1) inherent 
randomness of the processes under study and their susceptibility to hardly predictable factors, (2) 
lack of comprehensive migration theories, (3) lack of coherent definitions of immigration across 
countries and time, and (4) lack of data, incomplete data, or very short time series. On the other 
hand, migration forecasts with suitable uncertainty assessments are indispensable for obtaining 
credible population forecasts. These issues justify including subjective expert knowledge in the 
forecasting exercise. For handling the combination of subjective expert knowledge and the data we 
propose the Bayesian approach. The expert judgments or opinions, treated as prior knowledge  and 
represented by the a priori probability distributions, are combined with data reflected in the likelihood 
function, by means of the Bayes theorem. Especially informative priors that take into account the 
hardly predictable nature of migration seem to reflect the uncertainty associated with the processes in 
question better than hardly- or non-informative distributions. 

The Delphi method obtains judgments and opinions for forecasting purposes through the 
iterative anonymous surveys carried out via mail. For our exercise the prior beliefs are elicited from 
no less than five respondents for each country involved in the project. Elicitation consists of two 
rounds, so as to allow for feedback from the respondents, who are told about the results of the 
preceding round. The experts can re-formulate their opinions in order to reach a consensus. The 
respondents with extreme answers may be asked to provide reasons to justify their views.  

In general, the Delphi technique requires preparation of a survey according to some key rules, 
so as to ensure obtaining unambiguous answers. Unlike in the implicit assumptions made in many 
Bayesian literature examples, in the presented study expert knowledge is elicited mainly from non-
statisticians. This implies very strong limitations on the use of formal terms in such a survey (for 
example, ‘distribution’, ‘variance’, ‘probability’, ‘stationarity’, ‘quantile’, etc.). Thus, due to the fact 
that the questions concern the distributions of model parameters, we provide the respondents with 
some intuition about the possible answers using the visual presentations. The questions concern 
general tendency of the total gross immigration to a given country, shape of the process, its volatility, 
possible impact of some economic variables (for example, GDP growth or unemployment rates), as 
well as demographic ones (such as population growth) on the immigration and the main directions of 
migration inflows. 

In the forecasting exercise presented in the paper simple time series models have been applied. 
In general, in order to characterize the type of the migration process (stationary, random walk, 
stochastic variance, etc.), we propose an analysis of a space of AR(1)-based models. The prior 
probabilities are elicited from the Delphi survey among migration experts and combined with the 
data in order to be used for the formal selection of the process. The last part of the exercise is a 



vector autoregressive (VAR) model of shares of the predominant immigration directions (i.e. the 
countries from which the migrants will be coming).  

The empirical part of the study contains selected results of forecasts of gross immigration to 
six European countries (Austria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Italy, Poland and Portugal) for the 
period 2007–2025. The predictions have been prepared using the methodology presented above, on 
the basis of the official, population register data. 
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